
Bihar Skill Development Mission (BSDM)
Labour Resources Department. Govt. of Bihar

Minutes of Meeting - VC meeting with DEOs, SPMU, Sankalp PMU, MGNF, DSMs and DSEs

Ref: E>3Dm/EAT01
Date: 21.04.2023

Mode ofMeeting: Virtual Meeting over Teams

Chaired by:

Date: -zy- 202-3
Time: 4:00 PM-07.30 PM

Shri Rajeev Ranjan, ITS, Special Secretary, Labour Resources Depanment -cum- ACEO, BSDM

Participants:

l. Mr. Sanjay Kumar, Mission Director, BSDM
2. Sanjeev Ranjan Neelmani, Mission Manager — Project, BSDM
3. Mr. Atul Suman, Mission Manager — IT, BSDM
4. All District Employment Officers (DEOs), LRD, Govt. ofBihar
5. Mr. Ratnadeep Singh, Project Director, PMU, BSDM along with SPMU and DPMU team
6. Mr. Bhaskar Nandi, Team Leader, Sankalp PMU along with all District Skill Experts (DSEs)
7. Entire MCJNF Team

At the onset, ACEO, BSDM welcomed all the participants, and it was informed that minutes of last meeting

dated 13thApril 2023 have been shared with all concerns for perusal and needful at respective levels.

ACEO, BSDM instructed that District wise performance report i.e. achievement of each DSM and DSE
and number of centers inspected by each DEO for the last week should be presented in briefand issues and
best practises, if any should also be reported fiere in the meeting.

It was informed that there are 09 State PMU members who are in charge of following districts, and it was
decided that SPMU wise review of DSMs will be made. Accordingly, the review was conducted in
following manner:

l.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Mr. Yajuvendra: Araria, Katihar, Kishanganj, Madhepura, Saharsha and Supaul.

Mr. Manoj Kumar: Arwal, Banka, Gaya, Gopalganj, Nawada, Sheohar and Vaishali.
Mr. Amit Kumar: Bhagalpur, Buxar, Jehanabad and Sheikhpura

Ms. Kalpana Shah: Rohtas, West Champaran and Munger
Ms. Astha: Aurangabad, Kaimur, Lakhisarai, East Champaran and Sitamarhi
Mr. Neeraj Kumar Jha: Patna
Mr. Anand Kumar: Begusarai, Darbhanga, Nalanda, Samastipur and Saran.

Mr. Rajeev Kumar: Muzaffarpur, Madhubani, Bhojpur, Jamui and Siwan
Mr. Madan Pal Singh: Purnea and Khagaria.

Basis discussions following instructions were given by ACEO, BSDM.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

DEOs are expected to monitor inspection visits of DSMs and quality thereof. Based on
DSM's visit reports, they should identify and select some centers for their independen!
inspection i.e. not along with DSMs.

Minimum two to three centers must be visited by a DEO for a district in a week. The visits
ofDEOs and DSMs should be separate.

If any DEO holds charge of multiple districts, then it should be pre advertised that on which
day he will be present in which district.

If any DEO is unable to join scheduled meeting ofBSDM, they should inform the BSDM
in advance.
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(v)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

The DEOs and respective SPMU in charge of the districts should be in regular contact SQ

that issues and challenges at district level can be timely escalated and resolved at BSDM
level.

BSDM will maintain district wise files for immediate actions and resolution of major
discrepancies found in DEO/DSMs center inspection visit. The concerned SPMU will
submit a note along with recommendation of actions to be taken against defaulting centers.
BSDM will process these note* through respective file ofthe district and actionwill be taken.
Actions once taken should also be intimated to the concerned DEOs and DSMs.
The DSMs of a respective district should maintain their assigned block wise details and
records ofjob camp/fairs organised in the district. The weekly report should contain date of
job camp, number of footfall, shortlisting and final selection details.

SANKALP PMU team through DSEs were instructed to track these placement at-least for
next six months i.e., whether the candidates placed have joined the job or not, whether the

placement has been made as per offer letter or not, whether the salary is being paid to them

or not and deductions from salary are being deposited or not on time.

The inspection proforma should be revised wherein the expectationofBSDM like howmany
candidates were electronically logged in and how many candidates are physically present
etc. should be clearly spelt out. MD, BSDM apprised that BSDM is working on the same
and the revised inspection proforma will soon be presented for approval.

All DSMs should formally intimate (via an email) to all the centers that if any discrepancy
occurs in their center, they must immediately mail the same to the concerned DEO, DSM,
SPMU and BSDM and ensure compliance as soon as possible. Any problem at center must
be reported in time to the BSbM and its officials by the center. DSMs while visiting such
centers will note it down in the visiting register, that the problem was already intimated tp

BSDM. A notification to this effect will also be sent by BSDM to all the centers.

All DSMs were instructed that while making inspection they should also spend some time
to see the quality of training being given by the learning facilitator (LF)/trainer and how the

training is being imparted by sitting back in the last row of the classroom or lab. If needed,
they must give feedback to LF for improvement thereof. They should also spend some time
with candidate's and ask for their learning till date and what they have learned today and
yesterday and motivate them:This exercise will lead to overall improvement of the skill
development program.

DSMs were instructed that it is non mandatory for a center coordinator to be present at the
center. Learning Facilitators (LF)/ Trainers must be present at the center. It is also instructed
to all the DSMs that they should communicate to all the centers that LFS should not be
nominated as center coordinator. A notification to this effect will also be sent by BSDM to

all the centers.

It was instructed that possibility of ERA and Solar "View only login" to be given to DEOs
should be explored in consultation with BSDM Technical Team (Knowledge Partner) and if
possible, should be provided to all DEOs.

Araria:

• DSM Araria, Mr. Ravi Shankar Kumar has visited 10 centers in last 07 days.

& DSM apprised that he has also participated in Job Camps for SIS Security Pvt. Ltd. in various

blocks of the district.
• MD BSDM enquired about commencementofKYP training at WI TI Araria. DSM apprised

that only LF addition is due which will be done through next OnCET exam to be conducted
by MKCL team.
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(xiv)

DEO, Araria apprised that one KYP SDC Divya Drishti Bharat (Block Palasi) is not
functioning on its approved address and has changed it address without approval. Also 4
systems were not found functioning at the time of visit. DSM Araria apprised that even
mobile phones for clicker activity is not available at the center.

It was instructed that further admission of the SDC Divya Drishti Bharat (Block
Palasi) should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms ofBSDM and till approval of address as per BSDM norms. The
admission will be unblockéd once compliance report is received either through
concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Katihar:

• DSM Katihar Mr. Rahul Kumar and Mr. Deepak Kumar have visited I I and 06 centers
respectively in last 07 days.

• DSM Rahul Kumar apprised that one SDC ofKatihar having KYP code 07020034 ofBlock:
Falka, was not having 04 client systems working at the time of his visit for which an e-mail
has been sent giving one weeks' time to repair and maintain the same.

• DSMs apprised that they have also participated in a Job Camp for Motherson Sumi System
Pvt. Ltd.

Kishanganj:
• DSM Kishanganj Mr. Chhotu Saha has visited 09 centers in last 07 days. Minor

discrepancies were reported in some centers which have been emailed giving 07 days' time
to remove them.

Madhepura:

(xv)

DSM Madhepura Mr. Rahul Kumar and Mr. Rajnish Kumar Pandey have visited 12 and 14

centers respectively in last 07 days.

DSM Rahul Kumar raised the issue ofBSDC Murliganj wherein an email has been sent by
him to BSDM mentioning that BSDC Murliganj has completed the renewal with 20 Laptop
recently but in his visit only 08 system were available. On his enquiry, the concerned LF
said that owner of the BSDC had come and made the renewal with 20 systems and post
completion of renewal have taken back the 12 system with him from the center. The
communication with concerned LF has been recorded in a video, which has also been shared
with BSDM.
Itwas instructed that file to be immediately put up and show cause notice (SCN) should
be sent to the above center. It was also instructed that further admission of this BSDC
Murliganj should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission should not be unblocked till decision
on the above SCN by BSDM.

Saharsa:

DSM Saharsa Mr. Dipak Kumar has visited 14 centers in last 07 days. Discrepancies were
reported in two centers (BSDC Banma Itahari and Salkhua) which have been emailed givinü
07 days' time to remove them.

DSM apprised that he has also participated in Job Camps for Guardian Security & Facilities
Pvt. Ltd. in various blocks of the district.
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Supaul:

(xvi)

DSM Supaul Mr. Prem Kumar apprised that he has also participated in one day
apprenticeship mela organised for Minda Group.
He has visited 12 centers in last 07 days.Major discrepancies were reported in three centers
viz BSDC Pratapganj, Chhatapur and Raghopur which are not meeting infrastructure and
other norms ofBSDM. All these BSDCs do not have functional CCTV since long.

It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above three centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the
above three centers should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of
requisite infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once
compliance report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of
the district.

Patna:

• DSM Patna Mr. Avinash Kumar, Rahul Kumar, Rajeev Ranjan Kumar, Ravish Kumar
Sharma, and Ujjawal Kumar have visited 14, 13, 11, 14 and 14 centers respectively in last
07 days.

DSM Rahul apprised that one SDC CSC Nadwan (KYP06050014) of Block Dhanarua, is

only providing chairs and not writing tables to the candidates in the classroom. He has given
07 days' notice to the SDC to correct the same for which the SDC has agreed to provide the

same.
SPMU Patna apprised that BSDC Mokama ofSNB Foundation was found closed in last two
visits without intimation.

(xvii) It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be

sent to the above center. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
center should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Arwal:
DSM Arwal, Md. Ali Basit has visited 13 centers in last 07 days.

Banka:
o DSM Banka, Mr. Shashi Shekhar Snehi has visited 11 centers in last 07 days. Major

discrepancies were reported in two centers viz BSDC Chanan, and Phullidumar, which are
not meeting infrastructure and other norms of BSDM since long even after multiple

reminders and email communications.

(xviii) It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above two centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
three centers should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite
infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Gaya:

DSMs of Gaya Mr. Devendra Kr. Ray, Mr. Nikhilesh Ranjan and Mr. Vijay Kumar have
visited 07, 10 and 09 centers respectively in last 07 days.

• DSM Gaya apprised that at BSDC Wazirganj in his visit on 18thApril only 14 systems and

13 mobile phones were working against intake requirements. He has given 07 days' notice

to the BSDC to correct the same.
DSMs apprised that they have.also participated in one day job camp organised for Credit
Access Grameen Limited.

Gopalganj:
DSM Gopalganj, Randhir Kumar Gupta has visited 20 centers in last 07 days.
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Nawada:

• DSMs ofNawada Mr. Nitesh Kumar and Mr. Pawan Kumar have visited 08 and 17 centers
respectively in last 07 days

• DSE Nawada raised the issue of one Employer who had participated in earlier job camps viz

Smart Touch Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. had given offer letters to the 28 candidates but after
one month of working at Patna, have not paid any salary to any candidates who finally
retuned back from Patna.

(xix) It was instructed to DEO B(awada that a Show cause notice should be issued to the
concerned organization after connecting with aggrieved candidates and taking written
complaint from them. If the reply of show cause notice will not be found satisfactory,

the concerned organization should be blacklisted by the concerned DEO.
Sheohar:

(xx)

DSM Sheohar Mr. Anirudh kumar has visited 1 1 centers in last 07 days. Major discrepancies

were reported in two centers viz SDC Yashodhara Foundation (KYP 09040013) and SDC
Sahyog Foundation which are not meeting infrastructure and other norms of BSDM since

long even after multiple reminders and email communications. No functional CCTV camera
is available at both the centers since long, neither proper intake utilization is being made by
them.

It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above two centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
two centers should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.
DSMs apprised that he has also participated in one day job camp organised for Shivshakti

Agritech Limited.

Vaishali:
• DSMs of Vaishali Mr. Kumar Abhishek, Mr. Vishwajeet Kumar and Mr. Amarnath Gunjan

have visited 11, 12 and 13 centers respectively in last 07 days.

DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for Career
Bridge Skill Solution & SIS India Limited.

Bhagalpur:

(xxi)

DSMs of Bhagalpur Mr. Vivek Kumar and Mr. Vishwajeet Kumar have visited 12 and 06

centers respectively in last 07 days.

DSM Vivek Kumar raised the issue ofCentre Name-Maxwell computer center Centre Code

KYPOI 010006 which has shifted to another location without BSDM approval.

It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be

sent to the above center. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
center should be blocked 'on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Jehanabad:

• DSM Jehanabad Mr. Santosh Kumar has visited 10 centers in last 07 days.

(xxii) It was instructed that district officials like DEO, DSM, DSE and MGNF should work
to showcase and develop Jehanabad District as a Model Skilling District.
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Buxar:

• DSMs of Buxar Mr. Kundan Kumar and Mr. Utpal Kumar have visited 12 and 09 centers
respectively in last 07 days.

e DSMs apprised that they have also participated in two one day job camps organised for
Skillzdesk, Eduvantage Pvt Ltd. and Cadmaxx Education Trust.

Sheikhpura:

• DSM Sheikhpura Mr. Subhash Kumar has visited 08 centers in last 07 days.

• DSM apprised that he has also participated in one day job camp organised for Instakart Pvt
Ltd.

(xxiii) It was instructed that district officials like DEO, DSM, DSE and MGNF should work
to showcase and develop Sheikhpura District as a Model Skilling District.

Rohtas:

DSMs of Rohtas Mr. Kundan Kumar and Mr. Saurabh Kumar have visited 1 1 and 07 centers
respectively in last 07 days.

DSMs apprised that they have also participated in three one day job camps organised for
SREE Dalmianagar, Adecco Pvt. Ltd. and SIS India Limited.

• DSM apprised that at BSDC Rohtas the owner behaves very rudely during inspection.

(xxiv) It was instructed that DEORohtas will personally visit this center in coming week and
will submit a report to BSDM with recommendation if major discrepancies found in
this center.

Munger:

• DSM Munger Mr. RajivNayan has visited 16 centers in last 07 days.

West Champaran:

• DSMs of West Champaran Mr. Vikash Kumar and Mr. Adarsh have visited 13 centers each
in last 07 days.

• DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for Adecco
Pvt Ltd. and Flipkart.

Aurangabad:

• DSMs Aurangabad Mr. Rakesh Kumar and Mr. Sudha Ranjan have visited 08 centers each
in last 07 days.

• DSMs apprised that they have also participated in two one day job camp organised for Career
Bridge Skill Solution and Manosha Foundation.
DEO Aurangabad apprised that at some center LFS were complaining about non timely
payment of salary or less than minimum expected salary.

(xxv) It was instructed that all DEOs should recommend respective Labour Superintendent
for an investigation for all such cases where they found that the center is not paying
timely salary or minimumprescribed salary to a LF/trainer.

East Champaran:

• DSMs of East Champaran Mr. Bindhyachal Kumar, Mr. Dinesh Kumar and Mr. Sushil

Kumar have visited 12 centers each in last 07 days.

DEO East Champaran apprise4 that he has sent a letter to MD BSDM for show causing such
1 6 KYP centers which regularly absent from monthly review meeting ofDEO.

(xxvi) It was instructed that all DEOs should also mark a copy of such letters to the respective
SPMU as well so that better coordination and timely action can be taken at BSDM
level.
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Lakhisarai:

DSM Lakhisarai Mr. Sudhanshu Shekhar has visited 13 centers in last 07 days. Major
discrepancies were reported against BSDC Piparia and BSDC Lakhisarai which are not
meeting infrastructure and other norms ofBSDM since long even after multiple reminders
and email communications. Only 08 systems are working and only 10 mobile phones are
available for clicker activities since long.

(xxvii) It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above two centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
two centers should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Kaimur:

DSM Kaimur Mr. Razi Ahmad has visited 11 centers in last 07 days.

DSM apprised that he has also participated in one day job camp organised for Learnet Skill
Ltd.

• DEO Kaimur apprised that during his visit in the month of February 2023 at KYP SDC
Youth Arena Pvt. Ltd. (KYP06030010) private candidates were also taking typing classes
at the center.

(xxviii) It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above center.

Sitamarhi:

• DSMs of Sitamarhi Mr. Kumar Rituraj and Mr. Chandan Kumar have visited 13 centers
each in last 07 days.

Samastipur:

DSMs of Samastipur Mr. Ajit Singh, Mr. Vikash Kumar and Mr. Santosh Kumar have
visited 14, 12 and 1 1 centers respectively in last 07 days.

DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for Credit
Access Grameen Limited.
DEO Samastipur raised the issue of major discrepancies which were reported against 10
centers which are notmeeting infrastructure and other norms ofBSDM since long even after
multiple reminders and email communications. DEO apprised that he has shared the issues
of 10 centers through his letter dated 224 dated 21.04.2023 for further action at BSDM level.
He has also apprised that 02 centers out of above 10 centers were found involved in cheating
practise during examination of candidates.

(xxix) It was instructed that file to. be put up immediately and show cause notice should be

sent to all the above ten centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the
above ten centers should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite
infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district
and till decision on the above SCN by BSDM.

For the 02 centers out of above 10 centers which were found involved in cheating
practise during examination of candidates, the admission should not be unblocked till
decision on the above SCN by BSDM.
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Saran:

• DSMs of Saran Mr. Vijendra Kumar, Mr. Mayank and Mr. Bharat Bhushan have visited 13,

09 and 15 centers respectively in last 07 days,

• DSM Vijendra Kumar raised the issue of one SDC viz Dinesh Kumar of Jalalpur Block
which is not meeting infrastructure and other norms ofBSDM since long even after multiple

reminders and email communications. Functional CCTV Camera and Mobile phones are not
available.

(xxx) It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above center. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
center should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district
and till decision on the above SCN by BSDM.

Nalanda:

DSMs ofNalanda Mr. Krishna Kumar Yadav and Mr. Samant Kumar have visited 15 and

16 centers respectively in last 97 days.

DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for Plus 91

Technologies Pvt Ltd.
DEO Nalanda raised the issue that some candidates are rejected at labour dept/ BSDM level
post their registration at DRCC for which the reasons are not assigned to the candidates.

DEO Nalanda requested that reason should be communicated to the DRCC which in turn
will communicate the same to the candidates.

(xxxi) It was instructed that BSDM Technical Team (Knowledge Partner) should look into it
and apprise the BSDM regarding the same for further decision/needful, if any, in this
regard.

Darbhanga:

DSMs ofDarbhanga Mr. Gautam Kumar and Mr. Jai Kishan have visited 04 centers each in
last 07 days. However, Mr. Kishan apprised that he actually had visited 07 centers but not
timely updated the same.

ACEO BSDM showed his displeasure with respect to very less number of visits by the

Darbhanga DSMs for which they have not been able to give satisfactory responses.
DEO Darbhanga raised the issue of tiling situation Baheri BSDCs wherein some tiles are
broken. DEO raised the matter that the BSDC owner is not clear and asked the DEO that

this repairment will be done by the BSDM or not.

(xxxii) All DEOs and DSMs were instructed to inform all the BSDCs that the
Organization/agency will have to bear all charges required for operation and

maintenance of BSDC/s including electricity bill. It was also mentioned in the RFP
through which these agencies were selected for allotment of BSDC that "the onus of

maintenance of all such infrastructure shall be on the selected Applicant
Organization".

Begusarai:

• DSMs of Begusarai Mr. Satish Kumar Patel, Mr. Krishn Kishor and Mr. Kumar Ranjay

Singh Deo have visited 13, 15 and 15 centers respectively in last 07 days.

DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for Credit

Access Grameen Limited.
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Muzaffarpur:
• DSMs of Muzaffarpur Mr. Pushpendra Kumar Chaurasia, Mr. Shashi Bhushan and Mr.

Amarjeet Kumar have visited 12, 13 and 13 centers respectively in last 07 days.

• DSMs apprised that they have also participated in three one day job camp organised for
Ginni Filaments Pvt. Ltd. and SIS India Ltd.
DEO and DSMs Muzaffarpur raised issues of four centers viz SDC National Computer
(KYP09010023), BSDC Saraiya, BSDC Kurhani and BSDC Sahebganj which are not
meeting infrastructure and other norms ofBSDM since long even after multiple reminders
and email communications. No functional CCTV camera is available at these centers since

long, neither required number. of mobiles phones and systems are available. The issue of
SDC National Computer (KYP09010023) has also been raised by the DEO through letter
no. 385 dated 13.04.2023 marked to MD, BSDM.

(xxxiii)lt was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above four centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the
above four centers should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite
infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Bhojpur:

DSMs of Bhojpur Mr. Rakesh Kumar and Mr. Ravi Kumar have visited 12 and 09 center}
respectively in last 07 days.

• DSMs apprised that they have also panicipated in one day job camp organised for Credit

Access Grameen Limited.

Jamui:

DSM Jamui Mr. Chiku Kumar has visited 12 centers in last 07 days. He has apprised that
two centers of SDC Shiksha vizKYP 05020006 and KYP 05020020 are not functioning on
its approved address and has changed it address without approval.

(xxxiv)lt was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should bé
sent to the above two centers. It was also instructed that further admission of the two
centers of SDC Shiksha viz KYP 05020006 and KYP 05020020 should be blocked on
an immediate basis till approval of address as per BSDM norms. The admission will
be unblocked once compliance report is received either through concerned DEO or
SPMU in charge of the district.

Siwan:

• DSMs of Siwan Mr. Chandandhari Prasad and Mr. Kameshwar Kumar have visited 04 and
09 centers respectively in last 07 days.

• DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for HDFC
Life.

Madhubani:
• DSMs of Madhubani Mr. Rakesh Kumar Sah and Mr. Prem Prakash have visited I I and 09

centers respectively in last 07 days.

• DSM Rakesh Kumar Sah has apprised that one center viz Enhancing Views India Pvt Ltd.
KYP 02020051 is not functioning on its approved address and has changed it address
without approval.

(xxxv) It was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above center. It was also instructed that further admission of the center viz
Enhancing Views India Pvt Ltd. KYP 02020051 should be blocked on an immediate
basis till approval of address as per BSDM norms. The admission will be unblocked
once compliance report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge
of the district.
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Purnea:

DSMs of Purnea Mr. Vishal Kumar and Mr. Prem Prakash Ujjain have visited 12 and 16
centers respectively in last 07 days.

DSMs apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for SIS India
Pvt Ltd.
DSMs raised the issue of one SDC viz MTS Way to Career of Banmankhi Block (KYP
07040039) which is not meeting infrastructure and other norms of BSDM since long even
after multiple reminders and email communications. Functional CCTV Camera and Mobile
phones are not available.

(xxxvi)lt was instructed that file to be put up immediately and show cause notice should be
sent to the above center. It was also instructed that further admission of the above
center should be blocked on an immediate basis till compliance of requisite

infrastructure norms of BSDM. The admission will be unblocked once compliance
report is received either through concerned DEO or SPMU in charge of the district.

Khagaria:

• DSM Khagaria Mr. Rajeev Ranjan Kumar Singh has visited 13 centers in last 07 days.

DSM apprised that they have also participated in one day job camp organised for Credit
Access Grameen Limited.

(xxxvii) The next review meeting will be held on 12th May at 04.00 PM. All concerned are
hereby being directed to make compliance of the last meeting and this meeting which
will be reviewed in the next meeting scheduled as above.

cp-h

Rajeev anjan,ITS
Special Secretary

Labour Resources Department
-cum- ACEO, BSDM

Copy to:

l.

2.

3.
4.

Mission Director, BSDM/Mission Manager - F&A, BSDM/Mission Manager — Project, BSDM /

Mission Manager - IT, BSDWProject Director, PMU/Team Leader, SANKALP PMU/Team
Leader MGNF/Team Leader FMASC/ Project Director MKCL for information and necessary
action.
All District Employment Offcers/District Skill Managers/ District Skill Experts/MGNF for
information and necessary action.
PS to Principal Secretary Labour Resources Department cum CEO BSDM for kind perusal.
PS to Hon 'ble Minister, Labour Resources Department

Rajeev Ranjan, ITS
Special Secretary

Labour Resources Department
-cum- ACEO, BSDM
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